
Description

GDX/GDS pre-filter wraps add an additional stage of filtration and extend the 
service life of the primary/final filter. These medium efficiency polyester pre-fil-
ters are designed to capture large particles, airborne fibers, seeds, insects, etc., 
before they reach the final filter. 
 
GDX/GDS pre-filter wraps are comprised of 100% non-shedding, gradient 
density poly-propylene fibers which makes them ideal for wet/high-moisture 
environments.  

Single piece design of GDX/GDS cartridge wrap allows for easy installation and 
change out during operation. For use with any GDX/GDS conical, cylindrical 
cartridge/canister filter.

For use with Donaldson (P19* series) GDS-II, GDS-I, GDX, AAF (DuraShield, 
HydroKlean & DuraKlean), Camfil Farr (CamPulse EF, CY-2612/CO-2612), EFS 
(GDX), GE (Altair), Pneumafil (Matrex, Pneuma-Pulse, etc.), TDC (BX, SX, QX,  
TW, CX, etc.), TVS (various), Viledon (TFP90), and equivalent brands cartridge/-
canister filters.

* Part numbers: P19 series (P19-1961, P19-1962, P19-1177, P19-1178, 
P19-1280, P19-1281, etc.)

Features

Easy to install, low initial pressure drop.

Excellent water coalescence ideal for high-moisture 
environments.

Extend the life of the final filter, minimal effects on 
system delta P.

Minimize spikes in pressure drop during fog/rain 
events.

*Optional Installation Tool Available

PART NO. LENGTH DONALDSON EQUIV. FOR USE WITH 
F-SOCK-GDX 52” P03-9131 & P03-9132 GDS/GDX conical & cylindrical filters** 
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Efficiency G4 according to EN779 
Rel. Humidity 100% 
Media Area 8.67 - 9.80 ft2 (0.8 - 0.91 m2) 
Pressure Drop 0.050” wc at 1472 cfm 
Sizes Available for all GT cartridge sizes 
Designed For Standard GDS/GDX conical and cylindrical filter parts 
Outer Layer Media Single layer, medium efficiency, coalescing, high-loft synthetic media 
Inner Layer Media Multi-layer, higher efficiency coalescing synthetic media 
Installation Use of telescopic installation tool allows for changeout during operation; 

no need to remove final filters to install pre-filters. 
 

GDX/GDS PRE-FILTER WRAP

GDX/GDS PRE-FILTER WRAP
For your nearest dealer call: 
1.800.796.4EFS (4337) 
EngineeredFiltrationSystems.com
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1400 .050” 
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